WHY DO STUDENTS LIKE ECONOMICS?

ECONOMICS PROVIDES TOOLS FOR PROBLEM SOLVING

"Having a framework to think about a problem is really an invaluable skill... my training in economics gave me the tools to conquer complicated problems."

Katerina, '15, Boston University Law Student

ECONOMICS APPLIES TO THE REAL WORLD

"Reading the news and becoming aware about the world really got me trying to investigate... what causes poverty, and thinking about people that really made big changes in the world... through Economics."

Gregory, Current Major

ECONOMICS GOES WITH EVERYTHING

“I think economics is really flexible. It pairs well with anything you really want to do and it's just a good foundation for solid critical thinking.”

Jacob, '19, Supply Chain Analyst, Medline Industries

DID YOU KNOW?

EC 499 is a fan-favorite, capstone course where you can put everything together to answer a real world research question about topics including sports, the environment, or developing countries.

STUDENTS OFTEN DOUBLE MAJOR IN:

- Finance
- Math
- International Relations
- Philosophy
- Supply Chain
- Actuarial Science
- Statistics
- Accounting
- Computer Science
- Foreign Languages